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Welcome to the Uglydoll  universe                                                     

where “ugly” means unique and                                                                          

different, and celebrating who you                                                        

are inside and out is the                                                        

new beautiful!

Join Wage, Babo, OX, Ice-Bat and their Uglydoll pals as they 

express themselves through laughs, tears, love, adventure & 

candy!                                                                                                       

Target consumer

Primary: Boys and girls ages 4 to 7 years, who like plush but 

don’t want to cuddle a teddy bear. They love collecting 

and role-playing with Uglydoll. 

Secondary:  Adult collectors 18 – 30 years, as a fun decor 

piece with personality (kids with “cool parents” got a hold 

of Uglydoll)
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• Packed with personality - each of these colourful 

characters have their own name, personality and bio 

that make them unique.

• Highly collectable - 50+ characters to collect, each 

with a unique design and personality to them. New 

characters and designs are added to the family 

every year, driving collectability. 

• Award-winning design - Uglydolls have an aesthetic 

that balances traditional cuteness with perceived 

ugliness. The simplistic and ‘hand-crafted’ styling is 

on-trend amongst design driven Australian 

consumers. 

• Super huggable - This family of plush are colourful 

friendly characters that are super soft and super 

huggable! They encourage creativity and inspires 

everyone they meet. 
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Which one is you? 

Wage
Wage is a hard worker, just like you! He works 
at the local SuperMart and wears his apron to 
serve his customers best. Does Super Mart 
know that Wageworks there? Nope. 
But Wage doesn't mind. He likes to put things in 
bags, especially snacks. 

Wage is best friends with Babo, but there is 
always room for one more (you). The two of 
them can often be found on the sidewalk trying 
to make friends with fire hydrants, phone 
booths, and other lonely creatures.Wage 
hates for anyone to be lonely! What's with 
that look? Is Wage happy? Sure he is! He smiles 
on the inside. The next time you go grocery 
shopping remember to take Wage along on 
your adventures.

Uppy
You'll never meet anyone more optimistic 

than Uppy.  He's super positive! He's positive 
that the snack you have in your hand belongs 
to him, and that your bank account should be 
in his name, not yours. Uppy is sure of things. 

He's sure that you guys would make the 
perfect team, and that your team should 

make it's way down to the bakery to order 
something really super delicious. You handle 

the money part and Uppy is sure he can do all 
the eating. No worries.

Dave Darinko
Dave Darinko is a natural born 
leader.  He's the one you want on 
your side when you're about to 
face the music. And when you do 
face the music, he's the guy who 
knows where the volume knob is. 
Does that make sense? 

Anyway, Dave gives you the 
thumbs up. He knows that you 
know he knows you know.

Trunko
Trunko is over the top. He freaks 

out over everything and 
overreacting is his hobby. When the 
chips are down, he orders a million 

more chips at wholesale prices. 
Where there's smoke there's 

fire..and there's Trunko using a fire 
hose to put out his birthday 

candles. Full throttle, go go go...
You know how you look before you 

leap? Yeah, that's not Trunko. 
So please be patient with him. 

Please be a pal. Please use caution.

Each Uglydoll comes 
with a personal bio 

card!
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• Uglydoll is the prodigy of designers David 

Horvath and Sun-Min Kim, (then his girlfriend 

now his wife).

• They met at Parsons School of Design and 

bonded over a love for design and their 

hope to create toys with a meaningful 

message

• 10 years ago, they fell in love, just as Kim’s 

visa expired, and she moved back to Korea.

• They continued their relationship and 

Horvath would sign off his letters to Kim with a 

doodle of an ‘orange lumpy monster’, which 

Kim crafted into soft toy in return as a gift to 

Horvath. 

• Horvath then decided to show this plush to 

his friend at Giant Robot, his first retailer, and 

immediately sells out and the ‘Ugly’ 

phenomenon was born!

The story behind Uglydoll

Above: feature in TIME magazine
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63K Facebook fans & still growing!
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Over 63K fans!

7K Twitter followers!
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Classics 
30 - 35cm (h)
18 to collect

Little Uglys
17.5cm (h)
18to collect

Clip-Ons
10cm (h)
17 to collect 

UglyHats
4 styles to choose from
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Classics (30 – 35cm)

Wage
UG10011

Ice Bat Blue
UG10071

Wedgehead
UG10081

OX
UG10091

Big Toe
UG10171

Trunko
UG10311
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Classics (30 – 35cm)

Uppy
UG10381

Cozymonster
UG10435

Uglydog
UG10401

Nandy Bear
UG10437

Wippy
UG10438

Ninja Batty Shogun
UG10433
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Classics (30 – 35cm)

Dave Darinko Red
UG10463

Groody
UG10464

Secret Mission Icebat Black
UG80071

Gragon
UG10476

Little Bent
UG10478

Flatter
UG10479
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Little Uglys (18cm)

Little Trunko
UG51281

Little Cozymonster
UG51435

Little Ket
UG51436

Little Uppy
UG51351

Little Ninja Batty Shogun
UG51433

Little Uglydog
UG51371
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Little Uglys (18cm)

Little Dave Darinko Red
UG51463

Little OX - Green
UG51475

Little Gragon
UG51476

Little Wippy
UG51438

Little Softy
UG51477

Little Bent
UG51478
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Little Uglys (18cm)

Little Ice-Bat (Black)
UG52071

Little Wage
UG51484

Little Flatter
UG51479

Little Ice-Bat (Blue)
UG51486

Little Wedgehead (Blue)
UG51487

Little Big Toe (Blue)
UG51488
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Clip-Ons

Clip-on Wage
UG2011

Clip-On Icebat
UG20071

Clip-On Wedgehead
UG20081

Clip-On OX
UG20091

Clip-On Big Toe
UG20171

Clip-On Trunko
UG20301

Clip-On Uppy
UG20371

Clip-On Uglydog
UG20391
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Clip-Ons

Clip-on Ninja Batty Shogun
UG20433

Clip-On Cozymonster
UG20435

Clip-On Ket
UG20436

Clip-On Nandy Bear
UG20437

Clip-On Dave Darinko Red
UG20463

Clip-On Gragon
UG20476

Clip-On Fl;atter
UG20479

Clip-On Little Bent
UG20478

Clip-On Ice Bat Black
UG20401
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Hats 

Hat Ice-Bat (Blue)
UG30001

Hat Ice-Bat (Pink)
UG30002

Hat Ninja Batty Shogun (Black)
UG30003

Hat OX (Green)
UG30004

One size fits all.
70% Acrylic, 
30% Wool.

Includes hook 
for hanging. 
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Uglydoll Starter Pre-Packed 

Display Program

Classics (35cm): 30pcs(6 styles)
Little Uglys (18cm): 48pcs (12 styles)

Clip-Ons: 48pcs (8 styles)

Uglydoll Clip-On Pre-Packed 
Display Program

96 x Clip-On’s (12 x 8 styles)

Uglydoll Flagship Pre-Packed 
Display Program

Classic size (35cm): 48 pcs (12 styles)
Little Uglys (18cm):120 pcs (18 styles)

Clip-Ons: 108 pcs (17 styles)

Dimensions: 
30cm(w) x 68.8cm(h) 

Dimensions: 
76 (w) x 150 (h) x 46cm (d)

Dimensions: 
61(w) x 175(h) x 74cm (d)


